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Synopsis: 
Social media influencer, 'DropTheMike', seeks thrills and stardom in the most horrific places. When he’s offered the 
possibility of a lucrative sponsorship, he takes his online channel to one of the most haunted hotels in America. What 
begins as a fun challenge accompanied by friends descends into a personal hell, begging the timely question: how far 
would you go to pursue internet fame? 
 
Logline: 
A social media influencer and his video crew encounter true evil when they visit one of the most haunted hotels in 
America. 
 
Director’s Statement 
When I set out to make Followed (as my debut feature), I wanted to incorporate three specific ideas: 1) Make it 'found-
footage.' I knew the genre had been saturated, but I saw this more as a challenge, not a drawback—a challenge that 
begged these questions: How could I breathe fresh life into this creatively stunted genre? And: What would a "cinematic" 
found-footage film look and feel like, as opposed to the traditional "cheaper" look?  2) Incorporate the mystifying 
tragedies surrounding Los Angeles's infamous Hotel Cecil. Like many others who live in Los Angeles, I was drawn to the 
supernatural stories surrounding the old hotel, but what impacted me even more were the real-life reports about the 
victims of these tragedies, especially about Elisa Lam, the unfortunate Canadian student who's final moments of life were 
captured by the hotel's elevator camera—footage that would later go viral. How could we utilize tragedies like hers to tell 
an emotionally impactful story, I thought, a story that would subtly teach a powerful message?  3) The film's focus would 
be on the characters, not just the horror set pieces. After reading Todd's brilliant screenplay, it was apparent we shared 
the same ideals on how the characters could be presented. Our goal was not to exploit the true-life tragedies of these 



 
victims, but rather, expose our youth's obsession with social media. This was the fresh perspective that would make 
Followed not only necessary for me to make, but for audiences to see. 

—Antoine Le, Director 
 
Writer’s Statement 
A few years ago, I noticed a disturbing trend (which is ongoing) in the vlogs of the youth. In a scramble to gain more 
subscribers, the hosts of many of these videos exhibited an increased lack of empathy for the victims of their posts and 
pranks. What would happen, I wondered one day, if these same vloggers showed this kind of disrespect to angry spirits of 
the dead? What would be the consequences? That was the seed of who would eventually become—as my fellow producing 
partners Matthew Ryan Brewbaker, Antoine Le and Greg Berlant nicknamed him: "DropTheMike." Seeing this 
charming but deeply disturbed character come to life—through the skilled direction of Antoine Le, the deft acting of 
Matthew Solomon, and the tireless producing and editing devotion of Matt Brewbaker—has been a thrill. So, if you dare, 
click the play button and experience the first feature film told as a series of vlog posts. Descend, at your own risk, into the 
dark online rabbit hole we call Followed... 

—Todd Klick, Writer 
 
Taglines: 
Like. Comment. Die. 
What happened to #DropTheMike? 
 
Trailer 
https://youtu.be/VduFOTzm8DI 
 
Website 
www.followedhorrormovie.com  
 
Wikipedia 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Followed_(film) 

 

Awards 

- WINNER: Best Horror/Thriller Feature Film 
o Hollywood Independent Filmmaker Awards & Festival 
o Burbank International Film Festival 
o Sydney Indie Film Festival 

- WINNER: Best Editing in a Feature Film 
o Sydney Indie Film Festival 

- WINNER: Best Special Effects in a Feature Film 
o Sydney Indie Film Festival 

- WINNER: Best Trailer 
o Sydney Indie Film Festival 
o ITSLA Film Festival 

- NOMINEE: Best Actor (Matthew Solomon) 



 
o Burbank International Film Festival 

- NOMINEE: Best Actress (Sam Valentine) 
o Burbank International Film Festival 

- NOMINEE: Best Screenplay 
o Sydney Indie Film Festival 

 

Reviews 

“2020 delivers with the tremendously unnerving and engaging “Followed”.” – Lyle’s Movie Files 

“Book your reservation to hell!” -It’s Bloggin Evil! 

“A terrifying journey into the unknown.” -People's World News` 

"Genuinely scary."-Fangirl Nation  

"Intriguing, compelling and smart." -Reel Talker 

“Creepy and fun.” -1428 Elm 

“Something weird happened to me that hasn’t happened since I was a kid... I had trouble sleeping at night.” -Popcorn 
Talk's Horror Movie News 

“A horror movie for today’s technological world.” -Indie Horror Online 

“Was on the edge of my seat.” -Sinful Celluloid 

“Immediately drew me in.” -Nightmarish Conjurings 

“Conjures legitimate thrills and scares, suggesting director Antoine Le has a bright career ahead of him…” -The Only 
Critic 

Interviews 

- PTN’s HORROR MOVIE NEWS (feat. Antoine Le, Matthew Ryan Brewbaker, Matthew Solomon, Kari Lane and 
Todd Klick) 

o Full interview: https://youtu.be/VW2Cc8Lpa0E  
- OFFICIAL CAST INTERVIEWS (feat. Matthew Solomon, Caitlin Grace, Sam Valentine, Tim Drier, and Kelsey 

Griswold) 
o Full interview: https://youtu.be/y1A63sA4YvQ  

- OFFICIAL FILMMAKER INTERVIEW (feat. Antoine Le, Matthew Ryan Brewbaker, Todd Klick and Greg 
Berlant) 

o Full interview: https://youtu.be/WtqlgkpgoMQ  
- iTALK MOVIES (feat. Antoine Le, Matthew Ryan Brewbaker, Matthew Solomon and Todd Klick) 

o Full Interview: https://youtu.be/7YRL-7dqC2I  



 
 
Trivia 

- Followed is part of a new wave of “Screen Life Genre” films – films whose stories are told through a computer 
screen capture. The genre is believed to have started with horror film, “The Den” which in turn inspired 
“Unfriended” and now includes even non-horror films such as 2018’s thriller, “Searching”. 

- The film will be the first horror movie to tell an entire feature film through a series of YouTube-like Vlogs (Video 
Blogs). 

- The movie, which depicts an unknown user uploading a live screen-capture video to the internet while watching 
the series of vlogs, is inspired by ‘Creepypasta’ – internet slang for scary stories that are shared over and over across 
the web.  

- DropTheMike, the film’s protagonist, is a vlogger based on an amalgam of famous controversial internet 
personalities like PewDiePie and Logan Paul, who seemingly do anything for their subscribers. 

- The movie takes place in the fictional ‘Hotel Lennox’, which is based on an actual hotel in downtown Los Angeles, 
called Hotel Cecil, where Elisa Lam passed away in 2013 (famous for her elevator video which circled the internet 
a week before her body was found in the hotel’s water tank after guests complained of bad-tasting water), as well as 
where serial killers Jack Unterweger and Richard Ramirez stayed while committing their heinous crimes. The hotel 
is also known for its many suicides and ‘haunting’ anecdotes.  

- Mid-way through the movie, character DropTheMike plays something called the ‘Elevator Game’. This is an actual 
urban legend that if you enter an elevator alone and go to different floors in a specific sequence, you can 
communicate with, or even find yourself in, another dimension.  

- The movie was filmed at two separate hotel locations to depict the ‘Hotel Lennox’: the first was Hayward Hotel in 
Downtown Los Angeles, and the second was Hotel Normandie in Koreatown (LA). Both are known to be haunted. 

- When the director was scouting locations for the haunted basement scene at the end of the movie, he came across 
the Hayward Hotel’s boiler room. The hotel’s security guard who was showing him around declined to go with him 
saying, “Oh, you go on your own. I’ve seen too much crazy shit happen down there.” 

- The cast and crew experienced a few ‘haunting’ events on set: 

o The film’s protagonist’s favorite prop, a decapitated head lovingly named, ‘Fred The Head’ fell randomly 
from its perch on a flat surface as the camera was rolling. Actor, Matthew Solomon, improvised along, and 
the haunting scene made it into the movie. 

o While shooting the scene where DropTheMike plays the Elevator Game, during the final ascent to the 10th 
floor (where things are supposed to go awry in the game according to legend) the elevator lights began 
flickering on their own. Actor, Matthew Solomon, improvised along, and the take made it into the movie.  

o  As director, Antoine Le, and producer, Matthew Ryan Brewbaker, were reviewing the footage of the film 
during post-production, they discovered the strange sound of a baby cry right as actor, Matthew Solomon, 
improvised a line saying, “Come on, little baby.” Both producer and director were on set at the time and 
don’t remember hearing the cry; also, the scene was filmed in a quiet basement of the hotel where the sound 



 
of a baby crying coming from off-set seems unlikely. The scene did not make it into the movie, but the take 
is available to watch for anyone curious or skeptical. 

- The entire movie was shot in 12 days from a 144-page script. 

- The first edit of the movie was 2 and a half hours long. The final cut is one and a half hours long. 

- The title design of the movie is inspired by the YouTube logo (red square with play triangle) and depicts a computer 
user clicking play. 

- The actor who played Wallace in the movie, John Savage, who was in such iconic movies as Godfather Part III, The 
Deer Hunter and Hair, pulled aside producer, Matt Brewbaker during an early script read-through and told him “I 
love it. This is a script for the new generation.” 

- The movie climaxes in a sweeping 10-minute-long single take from the perspective of vlogger, DropTheMike 
alone in the hotel basement.  

- In order to accurately depict realistic personalities needed for a Screen Life Genre film, the filmmakers auditioned 
and cast Matthew Solomon as DropTheMike, Caitlin Grace as Nic and Tim Drier as Chris before the script was 
written. Those auditioning performers were given a general character guideline and a basic scene to improvise. 
Once the three roles were cast, writer, Todd Klick, then used the actors’ specific mannerisms and approach to the 
characters as a guideline for his script. 

- The actress who played Jess in the movie, Kelsey Griswold, was Miss Oklahoma 2013 and second runner-up for 
Miss America 2014. She is a big horror fan. 

- A couple scenes of the movie were filmed in Skid Row. The filmmakers are now using their platform to raise money 
for the charity, Chrysalis, a nonprofit organization dedicated to supporting homeless and low-income individuals 
by providing the resources needed to find and retain employment right here in Los Angeles. 

- The filmmakers are currently working on developing a sequel. 

 

About the Companies: 

 

About Branded Pictures Entertainment 

Branded Pictures Entertainment develops intellectual properties for repurposing in film, TV and theatre. Founded by J. 
Todd Harris in 2014, the company is developing Dance Dance Revolution for film, Benjamin Button for television, and 
various properties for the stage, including Soul Train, The Buena Vista Social Club, Death at a Funeral, and a show based 
on the life and work of Maya Angelou. 

 

About Viscape Arts 

Viscape Arts is a production company focused on original content for film and TV. It was founded by Antoine Le, Greg 
Berlant, and Matthew Ryan Brewbaker. 



 
 

About Global View Entertainment 

Global View Entertainment is an independent US distribution company that provides genre filmmakers with theatrical 
marketplace options to traditional day-and-date release strategies. By providing filmmakers the opportunity to release their 
films on 100 to 1,000 screens, their vision is to release genre films in very demographically targeted markets with 
complementary advertising campaigns and then follow up with strong ancillary support that capitalizes off the initial 
theatrical release and marketing campaign. Global View's first release is the highly anticipated and award winning 
Followed, a found footage horror/thriller scheduled for a Spring 2020 release. They are represented by Julia Scott. 

 

 



 

 

 

Matthew Solomon 
Born in San Francisco,  Matthew Solomon is  a  f i lm and television 
actor based out  of  Los Angeles.  His  f i lm and tv  credits  include 
Followed (of  course)  and HBO's Ballers.  He can also be seen in 
several  commercials  nationally,  and is  currently  represented by 
McGuffin Management.  His  extensive training includes 
Steppenwolf  Theatre West,  University  of  Southern California's  
Dramatic  Arts  program, and the La MaMa Etc.  Theatre in New York 
City.  Despite his  roots  in theatre,  Matthew mainly  works in front  of  
the camera.  Being from Northern California,  he is  100% organic,  
aside from his  glasses.  Those are plastic.  

 

John Savage 
Savage f irst  made a  major splash with The Deer Hunter (1978),  
winner of  the 1979 Best  Picture Oscar.  The fol lowing year,  the actor 
enjoyed leads in two more big pictures:  the f i lm adaptation of  Joseph 
Wambaugh's The Onion Field (1979) and Milos Forman's musical  
Hair  (1979).  Later  f i lms include Oliver  Stone's Salvador (1986) and 
Francis  Ford Coppola's  The Godfather:  Part  III  (1990).  He f irst  
col laborated with director Spike Lee in Do the Right  Thing (1989),  
and then shifted to the camera's other side for  Malcolm X (1992) and 
Summer of  Sam (1999).  

Sam Valentine 
Sam Valentine has been an actor in LA for over 7 years.  After 
graduating from Missouri State University with a Bachelors of Fine 
Arts,  she moved to LA two days later.  She shortly after joined SAG-
AFTRA and has worked on several  Independent fi lms (including the 
recently released Incatation costarring Dean Cain),  short fi lms, 
voice-overs and commercials.  She studies acting with Sarah Mornell  
and John Rosenfeld, and improv at UCB. She is also the CEO of 1 
Broke Actress (podcast and website). 

 



 

 

 

Tim Drier 
Proudly born and raised in St.  Louis,  Missouri,  Tim made the move 
to Los Angeles in July 2012 to pursue a career in acting. He has 
studied with a few of LA's top acting programs and continues to build 
his resume, in both LA and the PNW, in fi lm, television and 
commercials.  Tim is also a Journeyman Carpenter, passionate about 
building, and the owner of his own contracting business. Above 
these, he is a Christian, husband, father, brother and son to name a 
few of the many wonderful titles in his l ife.  
 

 

Caitlin Utting 
Caitlin Grace is a California native and received her BA in 
Psychology from San Francisco State University before relocating to 
Los Angeles.  Caitlin has had experience in front of,  as well  as behind 
the camera, as she started out as an Associate Producer for 
HoneyShed. She has taken what she had learned there and has since,  
written, produced, edited and starred in the web-series Loaded 
LALA, as well  as numerous short fi lms and a mini Online Talk Show 
series titled “This is  Why…” She also executive produced “Sangre 
De Vida” in the 2017 48 Hour Film Festival  and is currently in Pre-
Production for the short fi lm, “Shot Gun” with motivations for it  to 
head through the festival  circuit.   

 

                                                Kelsey Griswold 
Kelsey, a native Oklahoman, has appeared in FX's America Crime 
Story: The People vs OJ Simpson as Dominique Brown, Wrong 
Daughter (Lifetime Network) and Evil  Doctor (Lifetime Network), 
and will  also be appearing in the upcoming Queen America on 
Facebook Watch. Other credits include Elvis Lives! FX's Sex, 
Drugs, and Rock & Roll.  Kelsey placed 2nd Runner Up to Miss 
America in 2014. She is represented by Joseph Le Agency & Triniti  
Management.  

 



 

Filmmakers 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Antoine Le  Director/Producer  
PHONE: 818-300-7842 
EMAIL:  lionheart321@hotmail.com 

Antoine Le was born in Vietnam and moved to Los Angeles in middle 
school.  After  graduating from college with a  business degree at  
University  of  Cali fornia,  Davis,  he embarked on his  dual  career as  a  
f i lmmaker and f inancial  consultant.  He is  known for  his  short  f i lms BAR 
UNION and the MAX PAYNE fan f i lm.  Antoine is  one of  the owners of  
Viscape Arts,  an independent movie production company he formed with 
Greg Berlant  and Matthew Ryan Brewbaker.  

 

Matthew Ryan Brewbaker   Editor/Producer 
PHONE:  310-625-2419  
EMAIL:  mattbrewbaker@yahoo.com  
Matthew Ryan Brewbaker started his career working in development for 
The Donner's Company (X-men, 16 Blocks) and New Regency (Mr. and 
Mrs. Smith, The Revenant).  He was later hired on Beowulf and A 
Christmas Carol as an office/editorial  assistant to Academy-Award 
winning director, Robert Zemeckis (Back to the Future, Forrest Gump) 
and producer, Steve Starkey (Cast Away, What Lies Beneath).  Matt is  
currently the chief producer at  Viscape Arts,  an independent movie 
production company he formed with Antoine Le and Greg Berlant.  

 

Todd Klick  Writer/Producer 
EMAIL: writerwrench@gmail.com 
Todd Klick is the #1 bestselling author of Something Startling Happens: 
The 120 Story Beats Every Writer Needs to Know. His newest book 
released in 2017 by MWP, the #1 publisher for fi lm and television books. 
Todd's stories earned accolades with the prestigious Nicholl  Fellowship 
and the PAGE International screenwriting competitions. He has optioned 
and sold numerous scripts.  Todd is a frequent speaker and panelist  at  
writing conventions, contributor to The Huffington Post and MovieMaker 
Magazine, and has appeared on Dateline NBC and NPR to promote his 
work.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

J. Todd Harris  
Executive Producer  
Todd moved to Los Angeles in 1986 and worked at TriStar 
Television before starting his own development fund called 
Skyline Entertainment Partners (inspired by his rustic 
college and business school residence in La Honda outside 
Palo Alto).  He soon joined Davis Entertainment as an 
independent producer, where he stayed for 13 years,  
founding Davis Entertainment Filmworks, the company's 
independent fi lm division. Partnered with John Davis,  the 
company was based at 20th Century Fox.   

While there, he produced the first  of  many independent fi lms, Denise Calls Up, which played the 
Cannes Film Festival's Critics Week and won a Special  Mention for the Camera D'Or. For three 
years,  he was partnered with actor Tim Daly in Daly-Harris Productions based at Paramount 
Pictures. He went on to produce 5 Sundance Film Festival  entries,  including Bottle Shock and The 
Kids Are All  Right.  The Kids Are All  Right was nominated for 4 Oscars including Best Picture, won 
2 Golden Globe Awards and received a 93% positive review rating from Rotten Tomatoes out of 205 
reviews. In 2003, he joined Intellectual Properties Worldwide, where he executive produced 
Piranha 3D and a remake of It's Alive. The horror fi lm Piranha 3D was produced for $24 million 
and earned over $83 million worldwide. 

In 2014, he funded Branded Pictures Entertainment, an acquisitions and development company 
focused in popular intellectual properties.  He lives in Los Angeles with his wife Amy Powers 
(married in 1997) and two sons Jasper (born in 1998) and Cole (born in 2000). He has taught 
producing at Chapman University,  the Los Angeles Film School and has given private seminars 
around the country. He is a founding board member of the Napa Valley Film Festival.  He became a 
member of the Motion Picture Academy producers' branch in 1999. He is also a member of The 
Broadway League and Producers Guild of America. Collectively,  J.  Todd Harris has produced over 
45 films. 

 



 

Main Credits 
Directed by    Antoine Le 

Written by    Todd Klick 

Produced by Matthew Ryan Brewbaker  
Antoine Le  
Todd Klick 

Executive Producers J. Todd Harris  
Thomas Pettinelli 
Greg Berlant  
Gregory Adkins     
Richard Barner 
Chad Doher  
Grant Cramer 
Wendy Moore 
 

Featured Cast Matthew Solomon  
John Savage 
Tim Drier  
Sam Valentine  
Caitlin Grace     
Kelsey Griswold 

 
Director of Photography   Nelson Pun 

Music by    Jason Soudah 

Edited by    Matthew Ryan Brewbaker 

Visual Effects Supervisor  Justin Chandra 

Production Designer    Carmi Gallo 

Costume Designer   Christina Mastrangelo 

Art Director    Gladys Rodriguez 

Casting by    Chris Gilmore 

Co-Producers AJ Groy  
Thomas Pettinelli 

   Marc Marcum 
   Anthony J. Sands 

Consulting Producers  Todd & Sian Seligman 

Associate Producers  Anna McNiven 
   Chayce Lee 
   Brandon Waites 
 
A Viscape Arts Production in association with Branded Pictures Entertainment. US Distribution by Global View Entertainment. 



 

Movie Stills 

 

Movie Still 1 – DropTheMike (Matthew Solomon), Masked Man (Karan Sagoo) and Danni (Sam Valentine) 

 

 

 

Movie Still 2 – DropTheMIke (Matthew Solomon) shushes a passing car ruining his take 

  



 
 

 

 

Movie Still 3 – DropTheMike (Matthew Solomon) and best friend, Chris (Tim Drier) take the drone camera out for a spin in Downtown Los Angeles 

 

 

 

 

Movie Still 4 – Danni (Sam Valentine) trying to get into the hotel room 

 



 

 

Movie Still 5 - A hotel inhabitant or something more sinister? 

 

 

 

 

Movie Still 6 – Chris (Tim Drier) and Danni (Sam Valentine) escape near death 

 

 

 



 
 

Production Stills 

 

Production Still 1 - That's a wrap 

 

Production Still 4 - Antoine Le (director) and Todd Klick (writer) taking a break 



 
 

 

Production Still 5 - Antoine (director) prepping basement scene  



 
 

 

Production Still 6 - Antoine Le (director) directs a shot 

 

Production Still 8 - Kari (AD), Matt (producer), Antoine (director) go over improvisation with Matthew (actor)   



 

 

Poster 


